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“I don’t race to add days to my life, I race to add life to my days.” 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

About Griffin 
As a former Division I athlete who competed in Cross Country and Track & Field, I 
had my share of success, but along with that came a great number of injuries: IT 
band syndrome, achilles tendonitis, patellar tendonitis, and SI joint dysfunction, 
just to name a few. While overtraining syndrome and the cumulative injury cycle 
cut my running career short, they were also catalysts for learning. As you’ll come 
to find out, I don’t believe there is one “right” way to train. What I have learned, 
however, are the various warning signs of overtraining, injury prevention methods, 
fueling tactics, and overall training philosophy that set athletes up for success. 

Goals 
The goals of this resource guide are to help the athlete understand both the 
science and the art of their training, set effective goals, establish a strong athlete-
coach relationship, and provide ways to weave athletics into everyday life.  

Resource Outline 
• Master the Fundamentals 
• Understand the Terminology 
• Develop Powerful Routines 
• Become a Lifestyle Athlete  
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MASTER THE FUNDAMENTALS 

What are the Fundamentals? 
The fundamentals for endurance sports are Endurance, Strength, Mobility, 
Nutrition, and Mindset. These lay the foundation for the athlete’s success for 
training and racing. The longer the race or the higher the level of competition, the 
stronger the foundation needs to be.  

Endurance: 
Endurance is the ability of the body to hold a pace at a given intensity for a given 
duration. Quite simply, endurance is the most important part of training. It is the 
foundation of success. The larger and stronger the foundation, the higher the 
athlete can reach.  

Fundamental Main Goal(s)

Endurance Develop Race Specific Engine
Strength Promote Good Form and Posture
Mobility Fluidity of Motion, Injury Prevention

Nutrition Fuel Effectively, Establish Healthy Habits
Mindset Race Readiness, Increase Enjoyment
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Strength: 
Strength in terms of endurance sports is the ability to hold proper form and 
posture throughout the duration of the race and training, aka functional strength. 
Pure strength can be beneficial, but it may come at a cost of extra weight or 
inappropriate muscle firing patterns. For example: a cyclist who overuses their 
quadriceps may have a ton of pure strength in their quadriceps but lack functional 
strength in their hamstring and gluteal muscles, putting unnecessary strain on the 
tendons in the knee.  

Mobility: 
Mobility is the ability of the body to retain fluidity in motion. Short choppy strides 
in running are common with tight hip flexors and quadriceps, decreasing the 
speed at which an athlete should be able to run. Tight pectoral muscles can 
decrease the range of motion for swimming, making each stroke less fluid and 
less effective. There is no example of PERFECT because every athlete is different. 
However, improper form can place higher amounts of force on certain muscles, 
tendons, and bones than they can handle, leading to injury. The goal here is to 
maintain range of motion and flexibility, increasing fluidity of movement and 
reducing injuries. 

Nutrition: 
When it comes to performance is really two separate things: nutrition for general 
health and nutrition during training and competition. This can become confusing, 
so for simplicity sake Nutrition will mean eating and drinking for general health 
purposes, and Fueling will mean eating and drinking immediately leading up to, 
during, and immediately after training or competition. Especially for extreme 
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endurance events Fueling becomes incredibly important and can make or break 
the race. Nutrition is always incredibly important and I encourage my athletes to 
become students of what their bodies are telling them during the day, learn how 
different foods affect their energy levels, etc.  

Mindset: 
Mindset, this is the lens through which you see yourself and the obstacles that 
endurance sports bring. Does a set of hill repeats look like a monstrosity that you 
dread? Or does it look like a challenge that you willingly accept? Do you set goals 
really high because you don’t think you can achieve them, giving you an easy 
out? Or do you set goals really high because you know your true potential and 
you want to chase it down, no matter how unrealistic it may seem in the short 
term? How do you react during times of injury or illness? How does a bad 
workout affect your mood?  

There are a million things that go into mindset, but ultimately, I want my athletes 
to consider their training AND their racing play. It can still be serious, I take my 
own athletic endeavors very seriously, but it should almost always be fun. It will 
get tough at times. It will be physically and mentally exhausting. But if you are 
doing it for the right reasons and surround yourself with the right support system 
the results will reflect the positive experience of the process. 
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Training Principles 
There are a few training principles that help construct an annual training plan that 
falls in line with my goal as a coach and your goal as an athlete. 

Principle Definition

Specific 
Adaptation

The body responds to the specific stress imposed on it, so 
training stress needs to prepare the body (and mind!) for 
race day stress in some capacity.

Progressive 
Overload

Changes in fitness happen gradually due to repeated 
increases in training stress. Too much too soon can lead to 
injury, and too little won’t bring about the desired 
adaptation.

Periodization  As the season goes along the plan shifts from a focus on 
increasing aerobic capacity to tolerating race-specific 
stress. The early season lays the base that allows the body 
to tolerate the higher training stress later on.

Process Oriented Focusing on the process leads to better results through 
consistency. The greatest athletes are not the ones that 
train the most, or train the hardest. They are the ones that 
train the smartest. 



UNDERSTAND THE TERMINOLOGY 

Communication is Key 
The athlete-coach relationship is only as effective as it’s communication. The 
language, phrases, and abbreviations used during training can be confusing 
because coaches and athletes could be using different meanings. This section is 
meant to provide a dictionary of sorts to help clear up most potential 
communication issues. If my athletes don’t fully understand something in their 
workout they are expected to communicate that BEFORE starting the workout (a 
screenshot in an email/text works great).  

Terminology Definition Context

WU Warm Up An easy jog, spin, swim before 
starting the main set. May include 
short intervals to increase heart 
rate and range of motion.

CD Cool Down An easy jog, spin, swim after main 
set is completed that allows the 
heart rate to settle back down and 
helps reduce potential soreness.

MS Main Set The main set makes up the meat 
of the workout and serves an 
overall purpose within the training 
plan.

r15s or r1m Recovery Length Rest for XX seconds (s) or minutes 
(m) in between each interval.



er15s Easy Recovery 
Length

Light jog or spin in between each 
interval, typically done between 
50-60% effort.

Strides Fast + Fluid 
Running

A 90% effort for a specified 
distance/time during an easy run 
or WU to get the neuromuscular 
system firing on all cylinders. 

Zones* Specific Training 
Zones

These will be designed specifically 
for you based on your “A” Race 
after the first few weeks of training 
and discussed during our 
consultations. For more info see 
Training Zones packet.

Functional Threshold - The power, pace, HR you can 
sustain during a given sport for a 
duration of 1 hour. This can be 
estimated using specific workouts 
or recent race results. Zones are 
calculated based on Functional 
Threshold.

HR Heart Rate How many times your heart beats 
per minute. This can be used to 
measure your input into training, 
and is especially useful to know if 
workout is becoming too hard.

RHR Resting Heart 
Rate

Heart Rate when just waking up, 
can be tracked over time to know 
if chronic workout load is too 
much and you are overtraining
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HRV Heart Rate 
Variability

This is the difference between 
heart rate beat to beat. HRV can 
be used to detect possible 
overtraining.

LTHR Lactate 
Threshold HR

This is a Functional Threshold 
measured specifically with HR. 
Useful to know if athlete can run 
faster or bike at higher watts at 
given heart rates. 

LTPA Lactate 
Threshold Pace

Pace you can maintain while 
running or swimming for one hour. 
Most work will be done based on 
pace while paying attention to HR.

FTP Functional 
Threshold Power

Functional Threshold measured 
with Power on a bike. Goal is to 
increase overall power or increase 
duration at a given intensity based 
on “A” Race.

RPE Rating of 
Perceived 
Exertion

How difficult the workout feels on 
a scale of 1-10, 1 being the 
easiest thing in the world and 10 
being something so challenging 
you can only hold it for 15-30 
seconds at a time.

BG Big Gear Biking at a slower cadence in a 
bigger gear, used for building 
strength and sustaining higher 
power output. 
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LG Little Gear Biking a a higher cadence in a 
smaller gear, used for climbing 
and priming the neuromuscular 
system to fire faster.

XT Cross Train Workout doing something other 
than main sport to develop overall 
athleticism and have fun!

Progression Increasing 
Speed 

Workouts designed to get you 
used to pushing while tired. Pace 
gets faster and faster throughout 
workout.

Tempo Working Just 
Under Threshold 

The twilight zone of workouts, not 
quite fast enough to bring about 
huge changes, not quite slow 
enough for complete recovery. 
Used sparingly as mild intensity 
days, especially at the beginning 
and end of training to build into 
and out of higher intensity training 
blocks.

Sweet Spot Working in 
Sweet Spot

A specific zone targeted to 
increase Threshold, used mainly 
for cycling since power is a more 
accurate and absolute 
measurement. This will be a huge 
focus of Key Intensity Workouts.
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Fartlek Swedish for 
Speed Play

Efforts just below or above race 
effort for short bursts (1-5 minutes) 
with continual moderate intensity 
running/cycling/swimming in 
between, used to simulate pace 
changes and typically hovers 
around Functional Threshold for 
average intensity.

Intervals Speed Workouts Working very hard for very short 
periods (30s-5minutes) of time 
with low intensity running/cycling/
swimming or complete rest in 
between. Typically done with lots 
of recovery around 106-120% 
Functional Threshold (aka VO2 
Max efforts).

Hills Hill Workouts Running uphill at a hard / very 
hard intensity (while staying 
smooth) to increase strength and 
develop proper form. Hills are one 
of the most effective ways to get 
better at running.

Drills Swim Drills or 
Running Drills

Often included in WU to practice 
efficiency and develop proper 
technique.

Pull Using a Pull 
Buoy

Swimming with a pull buoy 
between legs to work on keeping 
legs together and swimming 
efficiently 
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Paddles Using Paddles Swimming with paddles on hands 
to develop swimming strength, 
endurance, and proper form

K Kick Using a kickboard, develops 
proper lower body positioning and 
strength in pool

Free Freestyle swim Self explanatory, however if new to 
swimming might want to film 
yourself swimming for video 
analysis. 

Fueling Eating/Drinking 
right Before, 
During, and After

More on this later* Expected for 
athletes to  conduct sweat rate 
tests and practice fueling at 
certain intervals, especially for 
durations over 1 hour. Consuming 
15-20g protein within 30 minutes 
of training with carbs and fluids as 
well.
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Specific Training Peaks Terminology 
This information is here to help you understand the Training Peaks system and 
they way that I use it. Aside from constructing and distributing the season plan, 
this can be a powerful tool to help analyze specific workouts and changes in the 
athlete’s fitness or threshold. It isn’t necessary to fully understand everything 
below, but a general knowledge helps the coach and athlete speak the same 
language. 

Terminology Definition Context

TSS Training Stress 
Score

This is a time-at-intensity weighted average 
score of your workout. The more time you 
spend over your Functional threshold, the 
higher the number. A workout at Functional 
Threshold for 1 hour = 100 TSS. This 
number is used to plan duration and intensity 
of training since your race will be performed 
at X duration for Y hours, so your body must 
be able to handle a certain TSS on race day  

ATL Fatigue 
(Acute Training 
Load)

This is a numerical representation of your 
fatigue level (based on your workouts). The 
theory behind this is that it takes a longer 
time for the workouts you do to benefit your 
Fitness level, so a difficult workout you do 
this week won’t necessarily make you fitter 
for a race at the end of the week, but it will 
make you more fatigued. This is the reason 
athletes taper at the end of the season 
instead of training hard through their “A” 
Race



CTL Fitness  
(Chronic 
Training Load)

This is a numerical representation of your 
overall fitness level. Hopefully your training is 
race-specific, in which case a higher number 
is probably better, but the ideal number will 
depend on when you started training as well 
as the duration and intensity you will need to 
sustain on race day. The theory of this is that 
it takes time for workouts to benefit fitness, 
but it also drops slower than fatigue, allowing 
you to taper and feel fresh before a race. 
Since fitness is accumulated slowly over 
weeks and months, it is best to start early 
and often, consistency breeds results

TSB Form/Freshness 
Race-Readiness 
(Training Stress 
Balance)

This is a numerical representation of your 
freshness. During periods of intense training 
your fitness may be high, but if your fatigue is 
also high then you are not fresh or race-
ready. Sometimes TSB can be too low - an 
indication of overtraining. Sometimes TSB 
can be too high - an indication of too much 
recovery too soon (or this can be a transition 
period after the A Race)

A Race Highest Priority 
Race

Only one race (or weekend) per season 
should be the highest priority, and all training 
and other races should be geared toward it 
to ensure optimal performance
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A Note About Training Plan Prescription  
Much of the training will be prescribed in different Training Zones. Athletes will 
have up to 9 Training Zones and they will be specific to each athlete. Zones will 
be assigned easily understandable names instead of arbitrary numbers so that 

B Race(s) Secondary 
Races

This can be one to two races leading up to 
the A Race that prepares the body/mind or 
shakes off the rust. Typically a 70.3 leading 
up to an Ironman or a half marathon leading 
up to a 70.3, etc. The race will be a strong 
effort but there will not be a full taper before 
hand

C Race(s) Non-important 
Races

These are fun races, typically a turkey trot or 
something of that nature that provides a way 
to show off current fitness without breaking 
the body 

ATP Annual Training 
Plan

The combination of racing and training 
building up to the A Race. Athletes will 
establish a goal at the beginning of the year, 
after which the ATP will be developed based 
on their past results, current fitness and the 
training principles above. Athletes will only 
see 1-2 weeks of the plan at a time to allow 
for adjustments when life throws curve balls

Pa
TP Metrics!
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the athlete can gauge based on effort as well as a specific metric like Watts, 
Pace, or HR. 

A large emphasis will be placed on overall fitness and increasing the athlete’s 
threshold as these are critical for success at every level of sport. The plan will 
build based on the athlete’s capacity for training stress, with attention to race-
specific stresses the athlete will encounter. Functional strength and mobility work 
will play a large role, but the athlete and coach will work to integrate this into the 
athlete’s lifestyle instead of accumulating hours at the gym.  

The goal is to integrate training into life as seamlessly as possible. For example, 
athletes have had incredible success by replacing workouts with a commute to 
and from work on a bike. A sample week’s schedule is provided below. The 
athlete’s plan will be TSS focused instead of hours of volume to allow the coach 
and athlete to make the most out of the time the athlete has available to train.  

Sample Week For Triathlete 

UNDERSTANDING THE CONTEXT 

The Art of Training 
For the most part, this has been about the SCIENCE of training, but there is also 
an ART. The science is understanding the CONTENT (workouts, heart rates, 

Time/Day Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun

AM Mobility and 
Core // 
Yoga

Key Bike: 
Higher 
Intensity

Key Swim: 
Intensity or 
Endurance

Recovery 
Bike or Run 
// Commute

Swim with 
Integrated 
Strength

Key Bike: 
Endurance

Key Run: 
Endurance

PM
Run Run with 

Integrated 
Strength

Mobility and 
Core // 
Yoga

Optional 
Run

Optional 
Swim

Optional 
Yoga



paces, power profiles, etc.) and the ART is understanding the CONTEXT 
(motivation, mood, energy level, training and racing inside of a busy life, etc.) For 
our purposes this will be done in a few capacities. 

• Post-Workout Comments 

• Weekly Consultation 

• Pre-Race Strategy / Post-Race Analysis 

Guide to Post Workout Comments 
I filter workouts by comments during my analysis because the data is often not 
enough to determine how effective the workout actually is. Below is a numbered 
outline of how to write an effective post-workout comment. Going through this 
helps paint the overall picture of the workout and gives me insight into how 
closely your quantitative data reflects how you felt about the workout.  

For the most part only workouts assigned as a KEY workout needs post workout 
comments unless you find something out of the ordinary.  

1. Workout RPE (rating of perceived exertion): scale of 1-10, 10 being extremely 
hard 

2. Any particular areas of tightness, soreness, cramping 

3. Extraordinary weather conditions: Heat, cold, humidity, wind 

4. Extraordinary life factors: Child is sick, you are sick, challenging day at work, 
etc 

5. Yes or No: Consumed calories during workout if lasted longer than 60 min 

6. Yes or No: Consumed protein and fluids post workout 

7. Motivation Level: Scale of 1-5, 5 being extremely motivated, 1 being state of 
drudgery 



8. Other: questions, concerns, misc. 

Maximize the Weekly Consultation 
A weekly consultation lasts roughly 15 minutes, so coming prepared is preferred. 
A few simple ways to do this: 

• Pull up TrainingPeaks on your computer. Athlete and coach will schedule a 
specific consultation to go over how to set up the athlete DASHBOARD to 
understand their TrainingPeaks better 

• Write out questions in the comments or have them ready 

• Communicate any changes in schedule, preferably by entering an event on 
TrainingPeaks with a description, especially for Travel days. 

Race Planning and Analysis 
This will depend on the race priority. “C” races should not need anything other 
than normal post-workout comments. “B” races are an opportunity to practice for 
“A” races so there will be special attention to process and the lead to the race, as 
well as what you learned during the race. The “A” race strategy session will be 
incredibly detailed, the longer the race the more attention to detail necessary. 
Post-race analysis will be completed 1-2 days after “B” races and 1-2 weeks after 
“A” races to give results time to sink in, both the good and the bad. This will allow 
us to go over the entire season in one fell swoop and evaluate how to prepare for 
the next season.  



Rules of Thumb 
Now that you have an idea of the complexities of training, here are some rules of 
thumb to follow that will guide you in making decisions on the fly. Keep in mind, 
you can always schedule a consultation if you need help adapting your training 
plan, but for small things these rules of thumb should suffice. 

10 Point Rule 
Increase your TSS by 10 or less each week to avoid overtraining, similar to the 
10% rule for running but using TSS, which is a much better measure of overall 
training load. This will mostly be my domain as the coach, but athletes often take 
it upon themselves to do extra work. Staying under a 10 point weekly ramp rate 
will help increase the athlete’s ability to train with consistency from week to week. 

80% Rule (Life gives you off days Rule) 
If you can hit 80% of your workouts every week you are on the right track. There 
will be rough days, stomach bugs, children who get sick, travel for work, and 
days where you just plain don’t want to be out there. That is normal. The key is 
daily consistency. There will be workouts planned for most days, so it is important 
to understand that when life gives you off days, you should listen to your body 
and take them. 

2X Rule 
It takes twice as long to come back to current fitness from injury or illness from 
the time you had to stop training to the time you could resume training. This rule 
is both a general timeline for those returning from injury and illness, as well as a 
warning sign to those who tend to overtrain.  

30 Minute Rule 



Consume approximately 10-20g of protein with some carbs and fats as well as 
replacing lost fluids and electrolytes within 30 minutes after EVERY workout. This 
will dramatically improve your ability to train consistently and smooth out your 
energy levels. Failing to miss this window seems to exponentially increase the 
quantity and decrease the quality of the foods craved later in the day. However, 
more protein is not always better, as the body can only digest so much at at time. 
Special considerations need to be made on an individual basis, especially those 
with kidney issues. 

Commuter’s Rule 
If you are able to commute to work, for every 1 hour that you commute, reduce 
the main set volume of a higher intensity bike workout by 10%. Commuting is one 
of the greatest things you can do training wise, but don't cut down your 
endurance rides.  

Time Crunched Training Rule 
If you are in a time crunch, first reduce your Cool Down by up to 50%, then your 
Warm Up by 25%, and if need be reduce the Main Set. If you have to reduce the 
Main Set by over 20% then it becomes a different workout entirely. Make sure this 
is communicated to me, preferably in advance, but I understand that things 
happen last minute.  

Travel Rules 
Life Travel 

• HYDRATE, mostly water or use Nuun tablets to get electrolytes without a ton of 
added sugars. This also helps by forcing you to get up and walk around when 
you have to go to the bathroom.  

• Wear compression socks/pants in car and on the plane.  



• Avoid completing a Key session on Travel Days. Stress is increased on these 
days so the ability to recover goes down.  

• Do a shakeout when you arrive, followed by mobility. A quick 15-30 minute run 
(or walk) followed by a 5 minute mobility routine will help a ton.  

• Focus on sleep. Don’t try to acclimate right away to a new time zone if your 
body needs the rest. 

Race Travel: Same as above with slight alterations. 

• HYDRATE. HYDRATE. HYDRATE. Even more important before a race, but be 
sure to keep in electrolytes.  

• Plan out low glycemic snacks.  

• Arrive to race destination as close to 1 day per time zone change in advance if 
possible.  

Hindsight Rule (Data Rule) 
Hindsight is 20/20…but ONLY if you look at it! Nowadays we have incredible tools 
available to quantify training, but too often athletes only look forward. There is 
valuable insight to be gained by looking at the data after key workouts! 
Understanding the how and why of a key workout session, or even a race can 
provide the solution for making the next workout or race a success.  



DEVELOP POWERFUL ROUTINES 

Mastering Mobility 
When I think of mobility for athletes three things come to mind. Soreness, 
tightness, stiffness. Soreness is expected and acceptable up to a certain degree, 
especially 24-48 hours after a tough workout or especially a race. This is 
commonly referred to as Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness (DOMS) and is relieved 
by things like ice baths, epsom salt baths, and active recovery. Extreme soreness 
that does not decrease after more than 48 hours following a tough workout or 
race is a huge warning sign of either overtraining or under-fueling. Muscles can be 
severely damaged without proper glycogen stores, enough amino acids to 
rebuild, or disruptions of the hormonal system that signal when to rebuild.  

Tightness can occur due to our sedentary nature. Sitting in a car, sitting at a 
desk, sitting on a coach. No matter how you slice it, we sit a lot. For athletes 
competing in endurance races, sitting is a welcome respite from the day’s 
training. Unfortunately, sitting shortens the hip flexors, causing them to be “turned 
on” all day. Sitting also elongates the hamstrings and glutes, in essence “turning 
them off”, weakening them or causing them not to fire over time.  

Stiffness is a general inability to move with fluidity as the human body should. 
Stiffness is a huge warning sign because it could mean an inflammation around 
the joints or in the tendons and ligaments. This is a problem because these areas 
don’t get nearly as much blood flow and are therefore harder for the body to 
repair.  

The solution for most cases is to get ahead and STAY ahead of these issues by 
mastering mobility. In most cases I recommend three routines for my athletes.  



1. Morning Mobility: This is a quick 5-10 minute routine that can be structured 
based on your individual preferences. Personally, I start with a simple yoga 
routine that focuses on the posterior chain, coupled with a few athlete specific 
exercises like fire-hydrants and hurdles to bring the hips (the biggest trouble 
spot for athletes) through a full range of motion. If this is difficult in colder 
months a hot shower before hand helps warm up the body and makes the 
morning mobility sessions even easier.  

2. Dynamic Warm Up: This is done by either including drills in the warmup or by 
finishing workouts with functional strength or mobility. This is the easiest to do 
with swimming and running and fairly difficult to do with cycling.  

3. Lifestyle Integration: This is the hardest to master but the most beneficial. 
This is where you find certain environmental triggers that cause you to spend a 
little time working on some aspect of mobility. Examples include doing 
standing figure four while filling up a water bottle, standing hurdles while 
waiting for coffee to brew, doing a kneeling hip flexor stretch or standing figure 
four when my watch tells me to “Move”, or even doing a handstand against 
the side of the house when taking out the trash…etc. Finding creative triggers 
and ways to move the body that integrate with your life isn't easy, but after a 
few weeks you really notice the difference. Even if your training doesn't show 
it, you feel lighter and have made a huge mindset shift that really sets you up 
for the following YEARS to come. 

If mobility is hard for you to integrate into any of these, I HIGHLY recommend 
finding an entry level yoga class, or a restorative yoga class to go to on Mondays. 



Fueling Protocols 

General: The two big factors that affect the fueling requirements of a workout are 
time and temperature. Both increase the need for fluids, electrolytes, and calories. 
A worksheet is available on my website and will be distributed to athletes to help 
them with this portion as it is very much trial and error instead of one size fits all.  

Before: Fueling beforehand is tricky business because everyone has a different 
tolerance level. Certain athletes can’t eat anything beforehand without getting an 
upset stomach, while others could eat a smorgasbord and be perfectly fine. 
Generally, 1-2 hours before training is enough time for food to settle. This 
timetable is increased for foods higher in fiber, fat, and protein, and decreased for 
processed foods and simple sugars. The closer to whole foods you can tolerate, 
the better.  

During: For the most part, as intensity increases, so does reliance on 
carbohydrates as a source of fuel. Glycogen stores run out after 90 minutes, 
which greatly increase the muscle damage of the workout, so it is recommended 
to my athletes to fuel for workouts longer than an hour. In order to maintain 
energy balance, fueling early and often is recommended. I have my athletes start 
at 10 minute intervals and increase or decrease depending on sweat rate. Aside 
from carbohydrates, two other components of a good fueling plan are amino 
acids (low blood levels of amino acids are a main reason for “bonking”) and 
electrolytes.  

After: There are two recovery windows that are critical to performing well on a 
consistent basis. The first is the 30 minute window. Depending on the intensity of 
the workout, aim for 10-30 grams of protein accompanied with carbohydrates 
and some healthy fats if need be. Whole foods are preferred, but the reality is that 



athletes are often on-the-go. In these instances, processed foods are acceptable. 
Some nutrition is better than no nutrition. The second window is to get a full, 
balanced meal within 1.5-2 hours. This is a time to really focus on whole foods or 
as minimally processed foods as possible. This tends to lead toward a better 
balance of carbohydrates, proteins, and healthy fats with less added sugars and 
more micronutrients. Getting these two windows right should help keep energy 
levels up throughout the day and over time. I have found that athletes, including 
myself, who miss the first or second window tend to overcompensate later in the 
day with less healthy foods. Not only does this set back recovery time from 
workout to workout, but it can also throw your hormones for a loop, namely by 
negatively affecting metabolism. Athletes who are trying and failing to shed a few 
pounds are often overtraining and under eating in the recovery window. 

Raceday: Work with coach to develop a plan. 

Recovery Protocols: 
A. Standard 

A. Sleep - The best recovery method. Period. There is a fine line between 
getting up early and sacrificing sleep for a workout. A workout is only as 
good as the athletes ability to recover from it!!  

B. Active Recovery - One of the common misconceptions among athletes is 
that recovery is sitting around doing nothing. Walking can be one of the 
best ways to recovery since it promotes blood flow without taxing the 
system and also helps loosen the hip flexors since the motion is less knee 
drive and more hip extension than running. An active recovery workout is 
done correctly if is in Zone 1.  



C. Self Myofascial Release - This includes foam rolling or using a massage ball 
to trigger the release of muscle tissue, helping bring blood flow to tight 
muscles. I expect all my athletes to OWN and USE a foam roller! 

D. Compression (socks, tights, etc.)- These is useful while traveling, especially 
for long car rides or on a plane. It is not beneficial to wear compression 
material all the time. 

E. Ice Baths - The debate about ice baths goes back a long ways, but from 
personal experience and athlete testimonials, there is little doubt in my mind 
that they are effective in some capacity. A temperature of roughly 55 
degrees for around 10 minutes is ideal.  

F. Epsom Salt Baths - Epsom salt baths can also be effective at increasing 
blood flow, but athletes often make them too hot, which is counter 
productive. The magnesium in epsom salt has anti-inflammatory effects as 
well.  

B. Advanced 

A. Massage - One of the most beneficial recovery protocols when used 
correctly. Massage should be used for recovery occasionally, like during a 
down week, or as a way to relieve stress when life gets hectic. Massage is 
not a cure all for pains and aches, so it is best to start early in the season 
and occasionally instead of waiting until it is too late.  

B. Sauna - Positive effects have been shown with sauna studies and 
performance and there are several different protocols you can try. The most 
common is post-workout sauna for roughly 10 minutes. An infrared sauna 
is preferred due to it’s unique ability penetrate the muscle tissue since 
(infrared is actually a form of lightwave). Whenever heat is involved make 



sure to stay on top of hydration, but athletes with this option should use it 
to their advantage. 

C. Cryotherapy - This is the newest craze, standing in a tank of -150 
Fahrenheit air blasting at you. It is shown to help, but is also extremely 
expensive and should be used only if the athlete really feels a great benefit 
from it.  

D. Acupuncture - This is a little more on the woo-woo side of things, but some 
people swear by their acupuncturist and I am not one to tell people they 
can’t do what makes them feel good. Use it in addition to normal things, 
not as a replacement. 

E. Osteopathic Manual Medicine - A physician specializing in OMM can do 
things for you that no other resource can. I highly recommend athlete who 
has been injured frequently to see an OMM specialist because they can see 
the big picture and treat the root cause of injuries rather than addressing 
the symptoms. This is especially the case with things like “runners knee” 
that may not dissipate with anti-inflammatories because there is actually a 
mechanical issue that needs manipulation.  



Goal Setting Guide: 
There are a few different types of goals I suggest. The first kind is one you are 
likely familiar with, which is SMART goals. 

SMART Goals 
Specific - The goal should be specific enough that the coach and athlete can 
work backwards from the “A” Race goal and establish a road map to achieving it.  

Measurable - If the goal is measurable, it is actionable. Goals based on time, 
power output, heart rate, or finishing place are measurable. I strongly encourage 
measuring training because it provides more continual feedback and helps make 
how and when to adjust training more clear.  

Attainable - I always want you to reach for your highest attainable goal. Human 
potential fascinates me deeply, and my goal is to have you improve as quickly as 
you can WHILE staying healthy. Overtraining (the physical depletion) and burnout 
(mental depletion) are two of the hardest things to recover from and can 
completely turn people off from activities that once provided happiness, joy, and 
stress relief. Attainable goals are ones that are on the edge of the athlete’s ability 
but can still be reached in without crossing the line. 

Relevant - Your athletic goal should be relevant in accordance with your life 
goals. Training and racing can be a physical, financial, and emotional drain, so it is 
important that your goals are truly worthwhile in the big picture. 

Time-based - Generally speaking your “A” Race training plan will take 24 weeks 
to allow for optimal physiological benefits. However, depending on your race, 
location, work-load, etc. this can be adjusted. This is part of the ART of training.  



Of course, along the way there will be supportive goals to keep your inner fire 
burning or even to spark it up. I have outlined a few here. 

Supportive Goals 
Process goals - Process goals are the goals along the way that help establish 
better routines. This could be physical goal, but it could also be organizational 
goals, i.e. making sure your bottles are washed thoroughly before a long ride (I 
once forgot to rinse out the soap and bonked on at mile 80 after drinking suds for 
four hours), or your laundry is clean at night before an early morning long run. It 
could even be mental goals, for instance starting a gratitude journal (something I 
highly suggest) to start each day with positive vibes.  

Matchstick goals - Matchstick goals are my idea that sometimes aiming for a 
big goal is too overwhelming, but a small, even superficial, goal might just be 
enough to get you through the day’s training.  

S’more goals - S’more goals are the goals that remind us that training and 
racing give us an opportunity to help us enjoy our bodies and live life vibrantly. 
They are also reminders that although a bulk of training might have to be done on 
our own, a fun group is what creates the lasting memories. Taking a long ride and 
turning it into a bike out to a local restaurant or getting together for bagels after a 
morning swim, or even just an after-season party to celebrate everyone’s journey 
is a big part of what this is truly all about.  



BECOME A LIFESTYLE ATHLETE 

Focus on your Health Span 
“The ability to move without pain is one of the purest forms of freedom.” 
- Griffin Jaworski 

For many people, participating in endurance sports is a viewed as a way to live 
longer, but I think a more important focus is to live more freely. There is an 
interesting concept called health span that deals with the length of time you are 
physically capable of doing the things you love. At a certain point, age becomes 
an overwhelming force, but I’d argue that for most people age starts to win the 
battle far too early. The goal of the lifestyle athlete isn’t necessarily to live the 
longest, but to continue doing the things the love doing the longest.  

I know core work, mobility, yoga, etc. are not the most glamorous aspect of 
endurance sports, and eating kale or drinking wheat grass shots doesn't always 
taste delicious. But before you make these choices in the future, ask yourself why 
you are taking the path of least resistance? I am inclined to believe that the path 
less traveled leads to a greater potential for freedom. If you don’t believe me, look 
around at your fellow citizens, how many of them are in pain at the age of 45, or 
unable to play with their grandkids, or have to take NSAIDS to do the simplest of 
things. 

The cost of a life of freedom is simply to pay attention to your decisions.  



Acceptance 
“The funny thing about growth is the paradox contained within it. It 
begins not with momentum, or even willingness. It begins with 
acceptance. You can only grow beyond where you are if you accept 
where you are in the first place.” - Barron Baptiste 

Athletes often focus on their goal race. This isn't necessarily a bad thing; it can 
provide lots of motivation to push through tough workouts. But the most 
successful athletes are the ones who continue to practice acceptance, who meet 
themselves where they are on each day. There are two reasons why acceptance 
is the most powerful catalyst for improvement in terms of endurance sports: 
regret and fear. 

Regret is the decision to live in the past. Worrying if you could have trained harder 
leading up to the race, or cursing yourself when you should have taken a day off 
before getting sick or injured does not help your current situation. In fact, it makes 
it worse.  

Fear is the decision to live in the future. Visualization can be a useful tool, but 
sometimes athletes get stuck here. Mostly, athletes are afraid of the outcome and 
fall into the trap of what if 

What if my time isn’t fast enough, what if I don’t qualify, what if I fail, what if… 

Instead of going down these two paths, I encourage you to think about this 
quote: 

“There are only two days a year that nothing can be done. One is called 
Yesterday and the other is called Tomorrow.” - Dalai Lama 



The Beauty Remains 
I want to share a story about the famous artists Renoir and Mattise. One day, 
Matisse visited his friend Renoir and watched him as he painted. Renoir ached 
from severe arthritis; each brushstroke inflicted immense pain. “Why do you do 
this to yourself?” Matisse asked. “Because when the pain disappears, beauty 
remains,” Renoir replied. 

No doubt someone in your life has asked you why you do endurance sports. The 
tone in their voice might have ranged from a genuine curiosity to an insulting 
sarcasm, as if there could not possible be a reason.  

Sure, endurance sports are hard. They require sacrifice and patience. The training 
can be brutal and wear you down over a period of weeks, months, even years. 
The majority of the race is not a pleasant affair; the pain of the second half seems 
to last much longer than the first half.  

But after the pain disappears, the beauty remains. Each race reveals a new part 
of you. Each start line represents a new opportunity, and each finish line 
represents a lesson learned. The discomfort of the trials and tribulations it took to 
get there begin to wear off and we are left with a feeling of accomplishment, no 
matter the outcome.  

I believe that true artistry lies in how we utilize our potential as human beings, and 
racing is one of the most beautiful ways to do so.  



SUMMARY 

The Art and Science of Training  
There is an art and a science to endurance sports. The key to an effective training 
program is understanding the value of both of these and how they interact with 
one another.  

Training can be complex, especially when trying to build it into your lifestyle. This 
means that establishing clear and concise communication between the coach 
and athlete is incredibly important. This starts with the initial consultation and 
continues with recording your training data and post-workout comments. I will 
always work to be honest in our consultations, but know that I value positivity and 
self-love just as much. I have been injured far too often for my liking, so one of my 
biggest priorities is to ensure you make it to the starting line healthy! Some of that 
comes down to the training plan design (i.e. following the training principles) but a 
lot of it comes down to the athlete. As Barron Baptiste wrote, “Your body 
communicates with the language of sensation; listen to it.” As you 
continue to tune into your body, you’ll start to find consistency as well as parts of 
your day outside of training where you can make the optimal choice for your 
body.  

Work to keep training and racing fun. Find enjoyment in the process. This is often 
difficult in the initial stages of training but by developing all five fundamentals 
(endurance, strength, mobility, nutrition, and mindset) you'll be on your way to 
becoming a lifestyle athlete. 


